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Subject: Human Values 

CO-1 The students will be able to learn and understand the essential co-relationship between “Values” 

and “Skills “to ensure persistent happiness and prosperity, basic aspirations of all human beings. 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.1 

Q.1 How can we move towards the universal human order? 

Q.2     “Natural Acceptance doesn’t change with time “Justify. 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.2 

Q.3  What is the need for value education in technical and other professional institutions? 

Q.4  What is the content of self - exploration? 

                                                                  TUTORIAL SHEET NO.3 

Q.5  How do values differ from skills?                

Q.6  Critically examine the prevailing notions of happiness and prosperity and their consequences.          

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.4 

Q.7  “The problem today is that desires, thoughts and expectations are largely set by pre-conditioning or  

              sensations”. Examine the statement. 

Q.8  What are the fundamental values of Relationship? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.5 

Q.9     Process of Self-exploration leads to realization and understanding”, explain.  

Q.10   What are basic guidelines for value education? 

 TUTORIAL SHEET NO.6 

Q.11   What is meant by Basic Aspiration? 

Q.12   “Happiness is not the same as Excitement”, elaborate it. 
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CO-2 Facilitated a holistic developmental perspective towards Self(I), body and Worldly needs; via 

keeping equity of human values like samman (respect), Vishwas(Trust) and sanyam(control), 

Swasthya(health) based on a correct understanding of Human reality (Natural Acceptance)and 

Existence (Experimental validation). 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.1 

Q.1   Harmony in the family is the building block for harmony in society. Comment it. 

Q.2   Existence is coexistence. Give your opinion. 

 
TUTORIAL SHEET NO.2 

Q.3 Explain the programs ensuring Sanyam and Swasthya. 

Q.4 What are the instruments of body as ‘I’? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.3 

Q.5 Elaborate comprehensive human goal. How it is related to goal in your life? 

 
Q.6 What do you understand by harmony of ‘I’ with the body? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.4 

Q.7 Why love is known as the complete value. 

 

Q.8 Is it possible to ensure continuity of happiness by the consumption of physical facility? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.5 

Q.9 Differentiate between the needs and activities of self and I. 

Q.10 Discuss about the possible sources of imagination. 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.6 

Q.11 Write down some of your habits, some things that you like, some things that you dislike and some  

         “rules of life” that you go by.  

 Q.12 The Self as the “Seer-Doer-Enjoyer” discusses it. 
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CO-3 Able to understand a holistic understanding of plausible implications of technology and 

management models, professional ethics, production system in order to maintain universal ethical 

human conduct/order (like trust, loyalty) Co-existence human being with nature, and mutually fulfilling 

human behaviour and enriching interaction with Nature. 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.1 

Q.1   Name and define all the four order of nature. Also describe the natural characteristics of human order.  

Q.2   Differentiate between Respect and Differentiation. Discuss the factors that are responsible for  

         difference in the society. 

 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.2 

Q.3 Outline the concept of Recyclability and Self Regulation in Nature. 

Q.4 Discuss the values in Human-Human Relationship. 

                                                                             TUTORIAL SHEET NO.3 

Q.5 Over Evaluation, Under Evaluation and Otherwise Evaluation Leading to Disrespect, illustrate it. 

 
Q.6 What is justice? Is it a continuous or a temporary need? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.4 

Q.7 Describe the abundance in the nature. How is human order dependent on the other three orders? 

 

Q.8 Processes in nature are cyclic and mutually enriching. Explain this statement with three examples. 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.5 

Q.9 Explain why it is essential to study about nature. 

Q.10 Define affection. How does affection lead to harmony in the family? 

TUTORIAL SHEET NO.6 

Q.11 Distinguish between respect, glory and reverence. 

 Q.12 Illustrate “Trust and Respect” as the foundational value of a relationship. 


